Greetings Everyone!
April is National Poetry Month as well as National Garden Month!
I am creating ways of keeping our poetry and gardening patrons connected. The
Gardening Page went up two weeks ago, and in it I always include poetry:
http://www.norwalkpl.org/1044/Enter-the-Garden .
I am creating a weekly The Poetry Page for all poets, and appreciators of poetry—to
keep us connected until the time comes when we can meet again.
On April 4, our AuthorSpeak with Poets program was scheduled to take place at the
library: poets Mark Lamoureaux, Katherine E. Schneider, and Van Hartmann were
going to be joining us with their books for readings and discussion. Their program will be
rescheduled once the library reopens, but I thought I’d give you a brief introduction to
their work by way of our first The Poetry Page.
Please enjoy!
First, allow me to pass along a beautiful website—
Poems to a Listener: https://poemstoalistener.org/
Interviews and readings with some of our best loved poets

Poet Linda Gregg, with interviewer Henry Lyman

On April 30th, our annual LitCrawl is going online to honor National poetry
Month! Poets, please participate and read a poem, or simply join as audience and
support your fellow poets and lovers of poetry!!
Contact Christine Bradley, NPL Executive Director, by April 27 for details!
cbradley@norwalkpl.org

All my best, and take good care,
Sally
Sally Nacker
Reference Library Assistant
Seed Library, Seed Club, Gardening Lecture Series,
Exploring Our Natural World Lecture Series.
Norwalk Public Library
1 Belden Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06850
snacker@norwalkpl.org

Three Poets
Mark Lamoureaux, Katherine E. Schneider, and Van Hartmann are regional/ local
poets. I have included a photograph of each poet, their bios, books, and three of their
poems. Enjoy!

Mark Lamoureaux

See JACKET 2 (a great website!):
https://jacket2.org/content/mark-lamoureux

Mark Lamoureux is an Assistant Professor at Housatonic Community College. He is the
author of four full-length collections of poems, It’ll Never Be Over for Me (Black Radish
Books, 2016) 29 Cheeseburgers + 39 Years (Pressed Wafer, 2013), Spectre (Black
Radish Books, 2010) and Astrometry Organon (BlazeVox, 2008). A fifth book,
Horologion, is forthcoming from Poet Republik, Ltd. in 2019. His work has most recently
appeared in Fence, Dream Pop and Fourteen Hills. In 2014 he won the 2nd Annual Ping
Pong Poetry prize for his poem “Winterhenge/Summerhenge,” selected by David
Shapiro.

Horologion

Please see Poet Republik, Ltd.: https://marialoveswords.com/product/horologion/

A Shepherd’s calendar in a vortex of cosmic energy and office-worker angst.
Lamoureux’s compressed poems are impossibly poised and smoking with the eternal.
~ Joe Hall, Someone’s Utopia (Black Ocean, 2018)

Horologion, Mark Lamoreux’s brilliant Book of Hours, is an impressive suite of
intriguing poems honoring the daily moments that create the illusion of time in this, our
time of illusions. His poems sing as they keep time. They are lyrical hymns to the hours
that capture the inequity of days gone by. Behind the hours and the seasons that mark our
lives, these poems honor, in particular detail, the beauty and passion of a poet fully
engaged in the world. Through the focused lens of his poetic eye, Lamoureux celebrates
the moment with poems that triumph with feeling over forgetting, offering beautiful
poetic visions over the mundane blindness of our daily routines. It’s “now or later/ now
or never.”
~ Jim Dunn, author of Soft Launch

Lamoureux’s collection is fierce, powerful, and tender. It begins with a letter to the
speaker’s unborn daughter, setting the tone for the book, a calm before the storm, an
incubation of life: “Over the years the talking/computers in TV shows/began to sound
more/& more human in this world,/which to you will be like a movie/you haven’t seen.”
The book is keenly aware of its physical reality, its conception as a moment in time and
body: “Real/time/of desire, elsewho:/in another zone/in other shoes,” which was a
constant reminder of who we are and will be and have been, as a the reader. This
collection reminds you of who you are, and who you love, and how to pause in the first
place, to drink it all in. The last words of the collection say it all: “when you need &
when you will not need/me: I love you./I love you.”
~ Joanna C. Valente, author of Marys of the Sea and editor of A Shadow Map: Writing
by Survivors of Sexual Assault.

For My Daughter Amabel

Through the silence of our first
acquaintance, before you are personed,
I love you.
& of those parts of you which are me
I shall not be afraid.
I love you.
Even when I look
from faraway, even without words,
I love you
with words
or without, during the time
we walk together & when you will
walk without.
I love you-not like something I said
or did--not having made you, you
who will make herself .
I love you
without the colors of your eyes
or your bright hair. In the before
which is now.
I love you,
though I have never
in the world.
There is no other love.
Not really, not reality,
which is not
my gift to you. Not the world:
I love you.
Out in the place beyond places, here
in a place in time or there where we will be
together & not & not what I have done
or did, but will endeavor
to do now.
I love you
In a way you may know, in a way
you may not. In the way I will, the way
I may, the way out
of myself & into you.
I love you
& me, for you, that you may not be without,
when you need & when you will not need,
me:
I love you.
I love you.

You Must Believe in Spring
For Bill Corbett
Fat drops warp reflections
of newly-green limbs in the mist.
Mother’s day tulips
at half-mast, above me
1st Birthday Girl balloon
looms impossibly, a silver sun
for the grey day. The baby
rises to stand
a few seconds, plops
back down & pounds
her toy piano
as Eddie Gomez solos;
Of things that come and go
Where what you think you know
You can’t be certain of
Now she pulls a book from the shelf,
Piet Mondrian Earliest Works
& fries up a yellow block
in a purple plastic pan.
A mockingbird alights on the black
barbeque grill & shakes rain
from its wings; Evans begins again
& my daughter bobs her head off time.
Yet another downpour curls my hair
but Bill
the yellow wild irises
open just the same.

Interplay
Diagonal rain shakes the carnival
on the last day of summer. Drops whooh
among the polestars of the midway. A spoke
of the Ferris Wheel buzzes staccato
lit & dark. The ticket seller files her stiletto
nails. Gulls & pigeons eye the empty
sausage carts; stray cats curl like commas
under the empty bellies
of semis out back where the carnies
go to smoke dope.
The knife thrower tosses back
Bacardi to still his shaking hands, polishes
side-eyed blades in skunky red
velvet. His blue curacao eyes blur a little & he sees
a smoky angel flit across the dagger piano
on his lap. He thinks
of the unopened letter haloed by brown & red
bottle-bottom ghosts.
The fortune teller draws the 8
of Cups; her lover’s gone
away. Zigzag
lighting tarantellas with votive flames.
What I desired now I see;
she rests her chin on a hand that holds
a cigarette. Pall Mall swirls among
the silver thread of St. Agnes.
The downpour weeps
out on the reservoir.
The strongman’s head explodes
with yellow rage. Dead-lifting
dreams & misdemeanors.
There are words
on his neck & his eyes
but he broke all the mirrors
& lets out a gust of fire.
His tiny dog yips
at his ankles & chases a cockroach
off an ancient radio.

Rain beats on the Tilt-A-Whirl
& the Ferris spoke goes out for good.
A grey-winged tornado tears apart
stale hamburger buns tossed out the window
of the concession stand where the fortune teller
has braved the rain to rummage
for black tea but the ticket lady’s drunk
it all.

Katherine E. Schneider
Katherine E. Schneider is an adult ESL teacher and poet residing in Norwalk,
Connecticut. She grew up in Somers, New York and attended Fairfield University for her
Bachelor of Arts majoring in English and Visual & Performing Arts. Afterwards, she was
part of the inaugural cohort of Fairfield University’s Master of Fine Arts in Writing. Her
poetry has previously appeared in Ruminate, Blue Line, and The Poetry Porch. She also
contributed the essay on Kassia to The Mezzo Cammin Women Poets Timeline Project.
This is her first book of poetry, available through:

Finishing Line Press:
https://www.finishinglinepress.com/product/i-used-to-remember-the-story-of-how-bykatherine-e-schneider/

…

The spirit manifested here is a deeply attentive one. Some of the instances Katherine E.
Schneider writes about are Biblical and some are personal but all possess a quiet
empathy that will not be denied. These beautiful poems make very true sense as they
recognize human limitations and how many paths there are into those limitations, the
“how” that is crucial and that, at once, dwarfs and illuminates our expectations, “whether
bread, / or starlight—”
–Baron Wormser

Katherine E. Schneider’s book I Used to Remember the Story of How is about love of
all kinds: primarily religious and divine, but human too. My favorites in the collection
are the religious poems—some of the most memorable I have read in this genre—but
once we have the divine context, it is possible to understand the rest of the world
differently, read it through a more awe-inspired message. We live in a society in which
many attempt to be like other people. Schneider does not. She is herself, and it is the faith
she has in her religiously-inspired worldview that is the surprise of this beautiful first
collection.
–Kim Bridgford

SAY GO

go to the place where you start again and say go
start again at the question you’ve already asked
start from a place you’ve been to before
and listen to the GPS say continue on
go to the place where your grandmother rests
remembering you, forgetting everything else
start from a place you both will remember
and listen to the GPS say continue on
go take a drive in the sunshine in the autumn
start again on heights of hope you couldn’t forget
mindful enough now in the present to cherish it
and listen to the GPS say continue on

SMALL STRAY ROCKS

I sit at the edge of the Sound
as white light sings out
between broad strokes
of cloud.
My friend,
he’s skipping stones,
I watch them jump
across the current—
leaping at first,
just tapping the surface,
then hopping splashes,
before sinking.
His hands are thick
and rivered with veins,
gripping rocks
and launching them.
His hands gently comb
the hard, smooth shore
for small stray rocks
like words—
so particular about them,
selecting only certain ones
of the few
he finds—
to believe they will
go far before sinking
after leaving his palm
where they are waiting,
so solid and cool
he could almost feel
and taste them
on his articulate tongue.

MIRAGE

I often picture you—
your dark hair against
the summer afternoon sun
as you’re carrying a ladder
or planks of wood—
and how some of your curls
disappear in the light
and shine, halo-like.
In some New England neighborhood
you’ll be demolishing with sledges—
smashing rotted walls,
or building with snarling drills
and the precise thwack of nails.
But when you take a break,
walking away from the sawdust,
with sweat and sunburn
on your cheeks, you think
of what you really want to do:
to put musician fingers
to guitar strings,
be paid the rest of your life
to sing.
Your stare is a stare of destiny,
fixed on the horizon line
of pavement swimming with heat.
It pierces through
to a cool, evening venue
where dim lights and blues melodies,
set your mind at ease—
where, smiling, you’ll look
in my direction
to the place where our eyes
nearly meet.

Van Hartmann

I live in Norwalk, Connecticut, with my wife, fellow poet Laurel Peterson, and I am a
Professor of English at Manhattanville College. I have published two books of
poems, Shiva Dancing (Texture Press, 2007) and Riptide (Texture Press, 2016), a
chapbook, Between What Is and What Is Not (The Last Automat Press, 2010), and
individual poems in various journals.
--Van Hartmann

Dr. Van Hartmann has placed work in numerous literary journals and has
released two books through Texture Press: the redemption-themed collection
Shiva Dancing (2007) and Riptide, as well as Between What Is and What Is Not,
a chapbook published in 2010 by The Last Automat Press.

In his most recent title, Riptide (released in 2016), Van uses natural imagery to
explore the ambiguity embodied in human affairs both on the intimate and the
global scale, typified, according to Sheila Squillante (Editor-in-Chief, The Fourth
River literary journal), in Van’s contrast between “a batch of succulent
fiddleheads plucked from the forest and offered to a lover” and “an atom bomb
test that blooms like a chrysanthemum against a childhood sky”. Click here for a
preview of two pieces from this collection.

Please visit: http://poemalley.blogspot.com/2018/04/
http://texturepress.org/riptide.html

Praise for Riptide
Van Hartmann's Riptide pulls us in with its generosity of sensory details and
musical language; it keeps us there with its reasonable heart. Elegiac in tone,
tempered by flashes of wry humor, these poems reveal dangers "twisting in the
sudden light," confess the "smallness within us," consider "what is possible and
what is not." The speaker looks back to look forward and offers us what he's
found there, the burden of "memory torn / from Eden that weighs on my heart like
gold."
—John Hoppenthaler, author of Domestic Garden
The poems in Van Hartmann's Riptide do what all good art should do: acknowledge and
embrace the ambiguity of the human condition. We are shown a world in which the
"tongues of lovers" sit uneasily, yet quite naturally next to the "machine gun's tight
staccato roll." They span a lifetime of personal milestones and cultural atrocities - a child
witnessing domestic abuse to a man witnessing his parent's decline; the Killing Fields of
Cambodia to the Iraqi desert and the horrors of state-sanctioned torture. Mediating on
love and desire, violence and mortality, they draw us into the natural world to show us
both beauty (a batch of succulent fiddleheads plucked from the forest and offered to a
lover) as well as disorder (an atom bomb test that blooms like a chrysanthemum against a
childhood sky). Throughout, Hartmann resists sentimentality and the easy epiphany,
giving us a clear-eyed and elegant poetics that offers nature as our brightest lodestar: "I
looked for the bird - / a point, at least, / by which to measure /where and who I am." This
is a beautiful book and Van Hartmann is a sure new voice in nature writing.
—Sheila Squillante, author of Beautiful Nerve and Editorin-Chief of The Fourth River literary journal

SEASONS
The hawk is back,
perched atop the flat black
hood of the propane grill
above the long straight planks
I set in line and hammered tight
one summer beneath the feeder
where junco, titmice, sparrows
mixed their browns and grays
and laughed their high-pitched
chatter.
And you persist,
your laughter perched atop
some twenty winters,
heavy seasons
each laid down, aligned,
and hammered shut.

ON LOOKING AT NHEM EN’S PHOTOGRAPHS OF KHMER ROUGE
PRISONERS

The faces look at me
as they must have looked at him.
Why am I here? Can you help me?
He says, The duty of the photographer
was just to take the picture.
I stare into eyes collapsing
into dark ravines
of fear, perplexity, defiance.
If I look too long, I lose my balance.
No wonder the photographer
moved them along efficiently,
slipping off their blindfolds,
adjusting the angles of their heads,
snapping his picture,
then processing them on
to beatings, gunshots, slow starvation.

These are simple portraits,
matters of fact. No hooded men
balance on boxes with electrical wires
protruding from limbs. No naked
asses and testicles smeared with feces
mount each other. No damaged corpses
lie wrapped in plastic in a freezer.
Some might even be beautiful.
Number six’s silver hair.
hangs flat to bracket a face
of slipped flesh through which
his ancient eyes ask …what?
What could they ask
of the yet incomprehensible?
His mouth falls in parentheses
around his puckered chin.
His thin grey smock hangs loose
about his sagging shoulders.
Number fifty-five still believes
in youth. He scowls,
adolescent and resentful, hair
tousled with sleep, eyes
fixed and fierce beneath
the bruises on his forehead.
Number two-forty-six
has buttoned her black cotton jacket
to the neck. She squints
as if someone has taken her glasses.
Her infant has been told to behave;
a knitted cap protects it from the cold.
One girl, six or eight years old,
has no number.
The collar of her blouse
spreads wide from her throat
like petals, but one side
is rumpled and askew.
I want to smooth it down,
she is so young and blankly staring,
her head too large, her eyes too wide
for the thin neck and narrow shoulders.
I try to picture her skull
stripped clean of lips, brows, nose, and ears

stacked on stacks of bleached bone.
How will they know who she was
if they don’t give her a number?

SHE MIGHT HAVE FLOWN

Through the frosted window I watched
a little girl step out from beneath
my mother’s years, hooded in a parka
and grinning, her unsteady foot
probing the black tire that hung
on a brittle rope from a white birch
in the middle of the meadow
coated with an early snow.
Why I watched instead of calling out
a warning, I don’t know.
I think I hoped that makeshift swing
might lift her to whatever she had seen
that made her eyes go wide with wonder.
Perhaps it was some childhood memory
hung from an aged oak rising from Montana
wheat where all the sisters she has lost
pushed one another to the sky.
Perhaps it was my father,
whom she couldn’t lift
from the earth to which he fell,
for which she blamed herself,
as those left behind will do,
and thought, if only I’d had this,
or maybe if I can master it
I’ll lift him now.
Perhaps I read it wrong,
looking from my window
on that cold Vermont afternoon,
my elderly widowed mother
wanting to go for a walk by myself,
to probe the snow-wrapped meadow
and its secrets unencumbered.

Perhaps, as she slipped her foot
into the ring of that old black tire
suspended on a dubious tether of
frayed hemp she whispered
to her long-dead daddy,
to my new-dead father,
to me and all the men whose
angry logic had kept her grounded,
Watch me fly now
on my own wings
beyond the grip of gravity,
beyond the rule of logic,
beyond those laws that I at eighty-six
have every right to break.
When she fell I felt a grief so full
it made me furious at the world
of fact and at myself for not
attending better to things like
ropes and time and memories.

Thank you for joining us!

Until next week,
When we meet again!

Birds’ Nests in the Spring
‘Tis spring. Warm glows the south.
A chaffinch carries moss in its mouth
To the filbert hedges all day long
And charms the poet with its beautiful song.
The wind blows blea o’er the sedgy fern,
But warm the sun shines by the little wood
Where the old cow at her leisure chews her cud.
John Clare (1793-1864)

